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Made it easy for everyone…

Cryptoya (CRA) is a digital financial system based on open source platform.

(CRA) is Based on ERC 20 technology. It is a decentralized cryptocurrency,

That means that the following of the transaction parties will be impossible,

transferring CRA will be possible to anywhere in the world by everyone.

Using peer to peer network, the transactions are directly between the users

with no interfering of other parties or sharing information with anyone else.

The transactions can be followed by the transaction parties using Ethereum

blockchain technology.

What is Cryptoya?
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✓ In today’s market, online shopping is growing very fast and in the

future it will be the main shopping style all over the world. With

this scenario set, the developing countries a huge number of

people will be missing this opportunity because of lack of

appropriate financial system and because of limitations and

restrictions in the banking system in these countries regard

gaining credit cards for online shopping.

✓ In lots of these countries, individuals can not transfer money

easily, unless they are paying huge amount of fee/commission.

✓ Financial investment in any project and activity is highly

restricted in the mentioned countries.

What is the Problem we are solving !



Access to Cryptocurrency around the world

2455 Million 
persons around the 

world have 
NO access

to cryptocurrency

This map shows the 
percentage of adults 
which are not using the 
formal financial system 
around the world.

but

WHY?

First of  All, lets see the below map…



"It means out of every 100 

citizen only 16 of them 

have access to 

appropriate financial 
system"

How many people have 

ACCESS
to Cryptocurrency & online market

around the world?

16%

84%

People who have access

to crypto currency

People who don't have

access to crypto

currency



• Cryptoya has lots of potentiality to be  

be used in more than 20 countries.

• It is planned to concentrate on the 

middle east and Africa as most of the 

population in these countries has 

problems to get connected with the 

international financial system and 

market.

Cryptoya.
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Cryptoya is revolutionary easy way for everyone around the globe especially the population in

developing countries to get access to all of the online financial services including cryptocurrency

exchanging, transaction and online shopping.

Cryptocurrency are not accepted by the online shopping websites, we in Cryptoya believe that

you should be able to change your CRA tokens into virtual credit card and other options that you

can use it anywhere you like.

Around 85% of the world population have no access for suitable financial system and credit cards

and Cryptoya will help those people to have the accessibility to cryptocurrency world and the

online market. Cryptoya also is helping emerging and growing different type of businesses in the

long term in those countries.

We are a company registered in Netherlands and will have partnership with major companies in

order to connect its services with Cryptoya tokens. Cryptoya is a currency that make everything

available for everyone.

Visions & Solutions
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For Users  With CRA now your payment problems are solved. CRA give the 

users the ability to join the online market & crypto world with one click .

For Merchants  Cryptoya help them to reach new customers, customers that

didn’t had the ability to access the online market & the crypto currency world.

Using Cryptoya you get a millions of new customers, those new customers are

the millions of people from developing countries who have no access to the

online financial system. Cryptoya will expand your customers more and more .

For Contributors  We expect a high profitable project, via Proof of Stake

(POS) system, you will be rewarded as long as you have kept coins, 40% of our

profit to the investors who keep their coin in their wallet every financial quartal.

The distributed profit will take place once a quarter.

Cryptoya for everyone 
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CRA platform provide the users a solution for the most payment & accessibility problems. CRA platform accept the

most cryptocurrency that users want to sell / change it to one of CRA service.

 Cash (local agent)

 electronic bank ( PayPal, Netteler, Skiller)

 virtual visa card.

 hold.

 Exchange CRA to CRA credit.

 other Cryptocurrinces

Giftcard.

CRA - business

Cryptoya Payment platform 
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How the platform works?

When the user buy CRA via one of CRA buying options, the purchased tokens will directly display as CRA token on

the user account.

Users that have CRA can sell their CRA to Cryptoya company to get a virtual visa card or Gift card. Payment using

Electronic banking is also possible to buy Cryptoya. Cash payment will be available in the countries where CRA

agent are available, to get paid in cash, user most to choice via my dashboard where he want to be paid.

User can also transfer the CRA at any time to an external wallet.

For buyers of a scratch cards and SMS payment, they will get an security access code. The code can be changed

to CRA credit via my dashboard, when the code is entered, the card value will be changed to CRA tokens

according to the exchange rate at the time of entering the code.

Using my dashboard, investors can decide to freeze their CRA tokens for the next quarter this decision should be

taken in the first week of every quarter, in return by the end of the quarter the company will give 40% of the profits

for the investors who froze their Cryptoya according to the amount they have.

Users can also choice to purchase the token with payment on the door, this is possible for the Europian users. CRA

will send for them using the post mail a registered letter, when they receive the order, they need to pay cash for the

post carrier.

For users of our Mobile version, they will have the ability in one clicks to buy CRA using their IOS & Android credits.

User can also change them tokens to CRA credit, 1 credit is every time equal to 1 USD.

Cryptoya Payment platform 
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• To prevent the misuse of our currency and to be with the international laws against

money laundering, Cryptoya will have a special system that avoid every type of a

any illegal money transfer.

• In association with our secure partners, Our scratch cards, generated code’s and all

other services will be secure using one of the best special secure system on the

world.

• As long as we are using the Ethereum contract so for the moment the security level

of the CRA will be same as the ETH.

Cryptoya security system



Made it easy for everyone…
Verification and limitations

1. At first the user will be able to trade, exchange and transfer up to

10,000 $ per a day.

2. After preliminary verifications, the user will be able to trade,

exchange and transfer up to 100,000 $ per day.

3. With the third step of verification the user will be unlimited after

deep verification.

Silver
Up to 2 BTC

Gold

Up to 10 BTC

Diamond

Unlimited



Made it easy for everyone…How to GET CRA?

Users of Cryptoya will be able to make deposit though

their visa or master cards. Depositing via master cards

and visa cards are immediately service. The fee of this

payment is 1%.

For quite restricted areas with limited financial services,

wire transfer will be available to make their deposit. SEPA

payment is also available, Payment fees using SEPA cost

0.30 cent per transaction. Other wire transfers from all

the world is possible, the fee is 1.5%.

Visa & master card

Wire transfer



Made it easy for everyone…How to GET CRA?

Users can buy Cryptoya through SMS payments.

Payment using this service will be progressively available

in the middle-east, Africa, Europe and the rest of the

world. The fee assigned to this method is various depend

on the country’s ( 1% up to 5%).

Nowadays, Google play credits and apple credit are two of

the most handy electronic cards available in the market. In

order to stay connected with our users in restrictions area’s,

Apple/google play credits were added to the payment

systems of Cryptoya. User can easily buy CRA with Apple

and Google Credit. With some clicks in our site, users will

be able to get immediately CRA. The fee assigned to this

method is 2%.

SMS payment

Google & IOS credits



Made it easy for everyone…How to GET CRA?

Cryptoya scratch card will be available in the local distribution 

shops such as supermarkets and electronic shops. Cryptoya aim 

to add the scratch cards in the market at least in 15 country’s 

during 2018. Cryptoya might use a modified rules for this service 

to function in certain countries. A scratch card fee is between 2-4 

USD depend on the locations.

Cryptoya will have in additional to the formal offices, local agents

who will be able to exchange Cryptoya to cash or cash to

Cryptoya. Cryptoya aim to access the most countries with a local

agent. This service will be adjusted according to the rules and laws

of each country. In some countries a know your client (KYC)

process will be required to use this service. Cryptoya will use local

legal offices to obtain a license for the local agent. Cryptoya

charge a fees of 1% + 2 USD for this service.

Cryptoya local agent

Cryptoya scratch card



Made it easy for everyone…How to GET CRA?

People in some countries (Europe as example) are able to buy

CRA through an online order, buyer will get their Cryptoya

scratch card using the express delivery service. Buyers can

choose on the door payment service. When buyers get their

order, they need to sign and pay for the postman. For this

service, Cryptoya charge the buyer the delivery costs + 3 USD.

As another way to get the CRA tokens, we thought about other

currencies. As you can see in your deposit dashboard, you

have the ability to make deposit via other types of crypto 

currencies. 

Cryptoya post mail

Cryptoya Exchange



Made it easy for everyone…How to USE CRA?

Users can change their CRA balance to lots of varieties of

gift credit cards as Amazon, google, Itunes, Walmart, ebay,

Bol, Starbucks, Chupotle, Sephora, Netflix, Costco, more

giftcards will be available in the near future.

Users will be able to exchange their CRA coins to one of our 

virtual visa cards service. The fees for this service will be

depend of the type visa card that user choose.

Gift cards

Virtual visa card



Made it easy for everyone…How to USE CRA?

PayPal, Skrill, Neteller, and Web Money are the most

popular online payment system worldwide. This service

will be available for everyone, payment for this service will

be done directly. The fees assigned to this method will be

depending on the country and which payment service

users will choose.

After purchase CRA, Users can transfer their tokens from

CRA dashboard to CRA External wallet.

Online banking

Transfer Token



Made it easy for everyone…How to USE CRA?

Internal exchange will be available. Customers can use

our site to exchange their CRA to other crypto currency.

In the countries where CRA agent is available, user can

choose to sell CRA for cash. That means our agent will

pay for User in Local currency. The fee of this service is

3%.

Internal exchange

Cash pay-out



Apple Credit

Local Agent
CASH

Exchange

Online Shopping

Cryptoya 

Scratch Card

* Marked Items are limited in some countries

SMS payments*

Online Credits and Gift cards

Master Card

Transfer

Google Play Credit

Visa Card

Paypal

CRA

Wire Transfer

Crypto Currencies
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Region SMS 

Service

Local 

agent

IOS & Android 

payment 

Virtual visa 

card

Bank 

transfer

Scratch 

card

Post mail CRA 

business

Europe √ √ √ √ √ √

Asia √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Africa √ √ √ √ √ √ √

World 

wide 

√ √ √ √ √

Region SMS Service Local 

agent

IOS & Android 

payment 

Virtual visa 

card

Bank 

transfer

Scratch 

card

Post mail CRA 

business

Europe 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Asia 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Africa 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2019 2018

World 

wide 

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019

When CRA service start?

We start our service immediately after the ICO. Our goal is to provide CRA services in Asia and Africa before the end of 2018.

IOS & Android payment and bank transfer will be world wide directly available after the ICO.  We aim to have at least 4 local agents in the middle 

east. Virtual visa card releasing is depend on area’s and countries. Scratch cards will be available in some countries in the EU and Asia.



humanitarian Cryptoya 
In Cryptoya we believe that everyone should work to make the 

world a better place so 5 % of company profits will be donated to 

deferent humanitarian organizations.

People that like to make a donation to a humanitarian 

organization. They will have the ability to choose donation on CRA 

website, And they can directly chose one of the organizations that 

have partnership with CRA and all the donations will be made with 
0% transaction fees. 



made easy for everyone…

Cryptoya Business
For the merchants and business owners in developing countries, making  a business deal with the companies to 

import any product is not easy due to visa and travel restrictions. For this reason, Cryptoya have CRA – Business 

service. With this service, the problems that entrepreneurs face will be resolved. Cryptoya is a registered EU 

company.  Using Cryptoya  it will be easier for Merchants to make deals with companies in the EU and other 

countries outside the EU.

Merchants that want to make a deal with a company inside the EU can use CRA service.

Merchants will need to find the company and the product that he want to purchase and Cryptoya will manage 

the rest for him. Merchants that use this service, will get guarantee for their items.

Merchants need to pay for this service using CRA. The fees for this service are various depend on the product, 

Quantity, and the end destination of the product.



made easy for everyone…

✓ Cryptoya objective is to reduce the total amount of the CRA in the market. Until 2019, Cryptoya will use 

the net profit of the company to buy CRA from the market. The buyback CRA will be burned . The 

buyback will be at beginning of every  April. From 2019, every April Cryptoya will modify the buyback 

strategy depend on the market situation at that moment.  CRA aim to reduce the max supply of the coins 

with 40%. 

✓ Other way to reduce the total value of the CRA on the market is the paying of a dividend. Cryptoya will 

start to pay dividend for the CRA holders, Users will have the ability to freeze their CRA each quarter using 

Cryptoya platform, users will be able to take the freezing decision within the first week of each financial 

quarter. Cryptoya will reward the CRA holders depending on the total coins that they have and how long 

are the coins frozen on our site. Cryptoya will pay 40% of the total profit to the frozen token holders. 

Payment of dividend will be in CRA credit, users can chose to use their credit for pay-out or to buy CRA 

again. this strategy will significantly reduce the total number of token in the exchange market.

Reducing of  CRA supply strategy
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CRA - Facts
❖ CRA operation base is in Netherlands. In order to be able to carry out CRA service optimally and 

transparently, CRA will be registered by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets.

❖ CRA has engaged law firms in four countries in the middle east to get a license so that CRA can officially 

provide the service in those countries ( Iraq , UAE, India, and Turkey ).

❖ The service that CRA provide will be various depend on the countries and the service that CRA can offer 

there.

❖ In some countries, CRA is required to register the data of the users. This is the requirement of the 

governments in this countries.

❖ payment using gift cards – IOS & google credit will be available in all countries.

❖ Cryptoya will publish a quartal financial rapport, the quarterly financial report will be published on the CRA 

website.

❖ Token holders are part of Cryptoya. After the ICO, token holders can submit a request to own a part of 

Cryptoya.



Made it easy for everyone…ICO summary
SYMBOL CRA

Technology Ethereum, ERC-20

Technology Proof of stake

Blockchain Ethereum ( ERC 20 )

Total tokens 500.000.000

ICO 450.000.000

Pre-ICO 100.000.000 0.01 cent ( 30% bonus)

ICO Round 1 125.000.000 0.02 cent ( 25% bonus)

ICO Round 2 100.000.000 0.03 cent ( 20% bonus)

ICO Round 3 75.000.000 0.04 cent ( 15% bonus)

ICO Round 4 50.000.000 0.05 cent ( 5% bonus)

• Unsold tokens will be transferred to the other round. After the ending of the 

ICO period, unsold tokens will be burned!



DISTRIBUTION
Made it easy for everyone…

Distributed 

during pre-

ICO

20%.

Private 

investors

5%

Marketing 

and bounty

3%.

Retained CRA

2%.

Distributed 

during ICO

70%

• Pre-ICO the pre-ICO will be from 27.03.2018 to

25.04.2018, the unit price during the pre-ICO is 0.01 with

30% bonus. During this period, a maximum of 20% will be

sold of the total tokens pool. The remain tokens that are

not sold during this phase will be transferred to the

other ICO phase.

• ICO distribution this phase is from 26.04.2017 to

21.06.2017. During the ICO period, 70% of the tokens will

be sold, the price of the ICO will be between 0.02 and

0.05 per token depend on the round of the ICO. More

information are found in the ICO summary.

• Private investors  private investors is 5% of the tokens 

pool. 

• Marketing and bounty  3% of the token pool will be

used for CRA marketing. CRA aim to not use this tokens,

so it will be used only in a very appropriate time.

• Retained CRA  The remaining 2 % of CRA will be frozen

for the first 2 years. After 2 years CRA will use 2.5% of this

tokens to support the project. Cryptoya aim to buyback

the sold tokens as soon as possible.



ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
made easy for everyone…

• Engineering and Development  Developing of a

complete CRA service. Developing of a complete

secure CRA platform.

• Marketing and promotional  CRA will start

marketing campaign in the most country’s in the

middle-east, and Africa. Our marketing will ensure

that more people will become familiar with the

service that we can provide for them, we can

increase our customer base.

• Partner engagement  Developing a new 

partnership with a major companies, Exchange’s 

and financial providers.

• Legal & Regulation  CRA is a registered

company in an EU. to offer our service in certain

countries, CRA must fulfill legal requirements. In

the countries where we offer our services, we will

work according to local regulations. CRA in

accordance with the local rules will allow to work

making licensee needed. in the countries where

local agent is present, a local lawyer will be

called in to make everything right for our service.

• Operation and Administration  This found will be

used to establish new operation office.

Engineering 

and 

Development

40%

Partner 

Engagement

15%

Marketing and 

Promotional

20%

Legal and 

Regulation

10%

Operational 

and 

Administration

12%

Misc

3%

Engineering and Development

Partner Engagement

Marketing and Promotional

Legal and Regulation

Operational and Administration

Misc



Q4 2017

oPreparations and 
studying the market 
and regulations in each 
targeted country

oResearch on payment 
option in the middle 
east –Africa –Asia.

oBasic agreement with a 
virtual visa card 
providers.

o International and 
national regulation 
research to able to 
operate across many 
regions / nations

oReleasing the white 
paper

Q1 & Q2 2018

oLunching the Cryptoya 
website.

o Marketing and 
advertising

oStart ICO.

oOpen Cryptoya 
operation base –
Netherlands.

oStarting Generating a 
special system for the 
scratch code.

Q2&Q3 2018

oListing on exchange’s 
Cryptoya aim to be 
listed at a major 
exchanges as Bittrex, 
Poloniex and Binance.

oLaunching android and 
IOS app.

oUpgrade CRA site.

o Delivering using the 
mail in the EU 
available.

oOpen applyment for our 
local agency in the 
middle-east.

Q3@Q4 2018

opayment using the 
Apple/google credits is 
active.

oOpening the first local 
CRA agent.

oStart developing a CRA 
Blockchain.

oFirst global meeting –
middle-east.

oStart our First sell point

o for CRA scratch cards 
on the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Germany

Q4 2018 & Q1 2019

oScratch cards are 
available in at least 3 
countries in the midden 
–east.

o Starting our SMS 
service.

oLaunching Virtual visa 
card.

Q1 & Q2 2019

oScratch cards are 
available in middle -
east.

oOur SMS service are 
now available in the 
most country’s in Asia –
Africa  and Europe.

oAt least 10 local local 
agent.

ROAD MAP made easy for everyone…



Amsterdam, Netherlands

Ask@Cryptoya.io

+31 85450257

We made it easy for everyone…


